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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the design aspects of the modified genetic algorithm to be integrated into a computerized 
assessment tool for school readiness. We describe the needed data structures to store the information as a preparation step for 
the learning procedure. Then we describe the structure of the chromosomes and the algorithms involved in the creation 
procedure of the chromosome population. We integrate the constraints forced on the system by the specialists' requirements 
and we finally devise the formulas to computing the fitness of each chromosome in the population to the user's needs. 
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1. Preparations for learning 
We need to define a skill measurement for every user in order to be able to assess his skills and readiness. For 
that purpose we define a data structure for each user. We call it ResultList. It is a list of all the user's results. In 
each element in the ResultList, which we call Result, we store all the relevant information about the session 
playing, such as the score, the time of the game, the number of "help" button usages, the "solve" button usage, 
etc. 
The performance measure is a function of the ResultList. In details, we consider two cases. The first is a 
system with no memory, in which the performance depends only on the most recent Result in ResultList. The 
second case is a n-cell memory system, in which we evaluate the user's performance according to the last (n-1) 
games that he played. In the latter case, we can draw information regarding the user's history, such as 
improvement and speed on learning. 
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2. The chromosomes population 
Each chromosome is a suggestion for a choice of a game. The chromosome is a vector of genes that are 
properties of the game. For instance, the ith element of the vector, which is the ith gene in the chromosome, 
contains the maximal time that the game should be played. 
The chromosomes population would consist of a preset number of chromosomes. The speed of convergence 
of the iterating genetic algorithm depends strongly on the initial population. The range that the initial population 
would cover should include or be close to the current level of the user, under the assumption that the learning and 
skill curves are consistent and continuous. In case they are not, a regression procedure will be suggested. The 
current level of the user can be drawn from the last game he played. Hence, an appropriate chromosome for that 
game will be the base chromosome from which we will create the initial population. The population will be 
created from a normal distribution around the base chromosome with preset standard deviation parameter vector 
l,...,, 21 , where i is the standard deviation from the base for gene i. 
Given large enough deviation values, the first generation of chromosomes will contain the user's current state 
and the appropriate offer for the next game to be played with high probability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Handling the constraints 
 
There are two categories of constraints forced on the system. Hard Constraints (HC) that are induced from 
"must" and "must not" statements, and Soft Constraints (SC) that are induced from "preferably" and "better" 
statements. 
The solution we suggest is theoretically to penalize any dissatisfaction of a constraint with a positive penalty 
advisor for the system. 
The implementation of the mechanism will be applied in two different stages. The SC penalization will be 
integrated in the fitness evaluation stage of a chromosome, where for each dissatisfaction of a SC a penalty term 
will be added. The HC penalization will be integrated in the system by a filter located immediately after the 
creation of a chromosome, where each chromosome that does not satisfy all HC will be fixed or replaced, 
depending on whether fixing is possible with lower complexity and time consumption than creating a new 
chromosome. 
HC Filter 
Base Chromosome 
Normal Distribution ( ) 
Figure 1: A Scheme for a Normal Distribution Chromosome Creator 
(NDCC) 
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4. Fitness evaluation 
 
There is an obvious correlation between the information found in Result and the information found on a 
chromosome. The Result contains the outcomes of the session that was played by the user in addition to the 
difficulty level of that session, where the chromosome contains information about a certain game, its difficulty 
level, its time consumption, etc. This correlation can be translated into a transformation into a unified 
measurement tool. Thus, we can perform fitness evaluation by comparison between a function of Result (Result 
Evaluation  RE) and a function of a chromosome (Chromosome Evaluation  CE). 
YN
HC Satisfied? 
Can it be fixed? 
YN
Fix it 
Input (A Chromosome) 
Output (A Error 
Figure 2: A scheme for implementation of hard constraints 
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The output of RE is a total measurement of the result of a game, which estimates the overall performance of 
the user that played the game at a certain point in the gaming procedure. The CE gives a difficulty measurement 
for the offered game to be played by the user. The fitness sub-function would make a decision whether the 
offered game is suitable for the user according to his result in the last game and will yield an appropriate 
example, we start with an improvement factor initial = 0 or any other preset value that corresponds to the normal 
learning curve of the user. In the next round the improvement factor will be a value that states whether the user's 
skills are increasing or decreasing and it will be the value  that appropriate to the chromosome that was chosen. 
If the user's result was insufficient, meaning the game was too difficult for him, then the next game that would fit 
him should not be harder the previous one (maybe even easier) and hence, the improvement factor will be 
increased to be zero or a small positive value, such that the game after it will have more or less the same 
difficulty to make sure the user's skill has really improved and is stable in his current level. 
 
Info from Result & Game Info from Chromosome 
 
RE 
Fitness 
 
 
Decision 
  
CE 
Figure 3: A scheme for fitness evaluation procedure. 
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5. Integrating SC in CE 
 
Evaluating a chromosome for the purpose of fitness evaluation needs to consider two terms. The first is the 
difficulty measurement of the appropriate game, which is induced by the chromosome data and the second is a 
multi-monomial penalty factor depending on the soft constraints that supposed to be satisfied by the 
chromosome. The penalty factor should be a weighted some of the penalties suggested from each constraints. 
For the above reasons we define a Boolean function SCB(i, chromosome) that equals 0 iff the SC i is satisfied 
and 1 otherwise: 
 
otherwise
iSCsatisfieschromosome
chromosomeiSCB
,1
)(,0
,  
 
We also define C(i) to be the predetermined penalty factor for unsatisfying SC(i), where its value is the 
importance level of satisfying SC(i). 
Hence, CE can be formulated as follows: 
SC
i
chromosomeiSCBiCchromosomeDifficultychromosomeCE
#
1
,  
 
6. Computing RE 
 
The Result Evaluation of a game that was played by a certain user is a weighted sum of his performance in 
various qualities, such as the relative time consumption, the score, the number of "help" button clicks and the 
usage of the "solve" option, etc. 
Each quality is measured by a function Qi for some i. Each quality is multiplied by a weight value w(i), which is 
preset to be an appropriate importance value of the quality. For instance, the time consumption quality 
measurement can be formulated as follows: 
 
TimePlayingMinimalTimePlayingMaximal
TimePlayingMinimalTimePlayingActualGameInfosultQtime ,Re  
 
The quality of "help" button usage can be formulated as follows: 
 
questtoHelpsofNumberMaximal
ButtonHelpquestingofNumberActualGameInfosultQhelp Re
Re,Re  
 
Some other qualities: 
 
ScoreGameInfosultQ
ButtonExitonClickGameInfosultQ
ButtonSolveonClickGameInfosultQ
score
exit
solve
,Re
,Re
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The Fitness Sub-Function 
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7. The modified genetic algorithm 
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 Create the first generation of l chromosomes using NDCC. 
 Evaluate the fitness of each chromosome using CE with SC penalty. 
 While the cost of the best chromosome isn't good enough 
o Remove a portion of the worst chromosomes. 
o Breed new chromosomes with mutations to fill the vacancy. 
o Evaluate the fitness of the new chromosomes using CE with SC penalty. 
 Return the best fit chromosome. 
 
